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THE NOMENCLATURE OF DEXTRAL, SINISTRAL AND ATTEN-
TIONAL ORGANS AND FUNCTIONS

In the Popular Science Monthly

,

August,

1904 (republished in Biographic Clinics

,

Yol.

III.), I made some suggestions as to the

nomenclature of the organs and functions

pertaining to right-handedness, left-handed-

ness, etc. After a more extended study and

experience of the subject I recognize that I

made some errors and more omissions, and

these I may now correct. The terms right-

handed and left-handed are so firmly fixed in

the language, and so recognized as expressing

the unconscious choice and superior expert-

ness of one or the other hand for certain

tasks, that it is useless to attempt putting

them aside for more accurate words. Estab-

lished usage and habit make language and

govern the world. “ Eight-handed,” “ left-

handed,” etc., imply nothing of expertness,

etc., literally, but usage has put such mean-

ings into them. Terms merely localizing the

organs without added significance must

therefore be devised, e. g., dextral, sinistral,

dextromanual, dextrocular, and all the rest.

To extend the idea of expertness to the cor-

responding organs, right-eyed, left-eyed, right-

footed, right-eared, etc., may be used after

the analogy of right-handed. The words

ambidextral and ambidexterity should never

be used by sensible persons. No one has yet

existed wiith two dextral hands ; no left-handed

person has ever been trained to have an equal

proficiency or expertness of each hand for

all tasks; it would be most undesirable and

wasteful of life to have such equal expert-

ness; all or most such attempted training

results in unhappiness, confusion, inexpert-

ness and disease ; the right-handed, accord-

ing to the crazy theory, should be trained to

an equal and ludicrous sinistromanual ex-

pertness, etc. The violinist should bow or

finger equally expertly with each hand; the

pianist play upon a reversed keyboard, the

base notes to the right, half the time; soldiers

should carry their guns and swords half the

time in the left hand, step-off with the right

foot first on alternate days; and all sewing,

writing, use of the knife and fork, handsha-

king, etc., done alternately with the sinistral

and the dextral hands, etc.

As to right-eyedness, left-eyedness, etc.,

there is a world of new facts coming to light

of profound importance, medically, surgically,

socially, and especially to the person abnormal

in these respects. In practical ophthalmology,
“ dominance ” of the dextral eye in the right-

handed, and the preservation of it, or reestab-

lishment of it when lost (vice versa in the case

of the left-handed), is of vast import, possibly

to the life of many individuals. With divided

or alternate dominance one of my patients was

constantly making mistakes, confused, run-

ning into objects, steering his automobile into

collisions, etc. (The tests are many and

easily made: For instance, looking through the

held-up pencil or finger at the opposite wall,

an image, one image, of the pencil is seen by

the dominant eye—the dextral, of course,

normally, in the right-handed, the sinistral in

the left-handed. If the dextral is the domi-

nant eye, then by putting something over the

left, the image will not be displaced; if the

dextral eye is shut off, the image of the pencil

will “ jump ” to the right. If the sinistral

is the dominant eye, the reverse will take

place.) If two images are seen, then the

person has divided dominance or equidomi-

nance, and he is a patient, having confusions

of mind and action which may cause acci-
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d̂ents at any time, and which must decidedly

abnormalize him in many ways. Probably

equidominance is a half-way stage of the

change from normal to reversed dominancy.

It would be better that the right-handed

should have the sinistral eye dominant (vice

versa in the left-handed) than that he should

have equidominance. I have had four patients

reaching middle adult life who used one

hyperopic eye solely for distance-vision ( i . e.,

for objects over about two feet away), and the

other myopic eye solely for all vision in read-

ing, writing, etc. Of course the hyperopic eye

in such cases (as in one of my patients),

although the left (in a right-handed person),

must become the dominant eye, because domi-

nance has existence and use only in distance-

seeing.

The necessity for new terms to designate the

states and functions of attention comes to

view in the fact that civilization is creating a

new sort of consciousness and attention. The
old psychology considered that attention or

consciousness was to be likened to the passing

of single grains of sand through the con-

striction of the hour-glass. That view was

largely true, because I believe that attention

is genetically and chiefly a product of vision,

and that vision of the older and simpler type

of eye and mind was indeed that of a con-

tinuous linear stream of single images

(objects) focused one after another at the

macula. But the modem mind (of the great

and rapid reader, of the musician, and of

men in many trades and callings) is learn-

ing to see and know and use many synchronous

and coordinated images, and streams of

images, both at and away from the macula.

There is a growth and extension of the mac-

ular region and of its imaging, one may say,

or the power of attention and consciousness

is growing more and more able to receive, in-

terpret and control the many streams (which

is the same thing as the enlarged stream of

sand grains), of images focused in and about

the macula. Thus mental largeness, power,

attention and consciousness are growing at

a great rate in our complex and differentiating

civilization, and the old nomenclature based

upon the hour-glass comparison is no longer

adequate. Especially if is added the marvel-

ous power of the ear, as in the musician, to

receive, encompass and be conscious of ten,

fifty or even a hundred streams of discrete

synchronous tones. The following terms may
therefore be found useful:

Right-handed.—Preferring the dextral hand
for the more expert or intellectual tasks.

Whence right-handedness.

Left-handed.—Preferring the sinistral hand
for the same tasks. Whence left-handedness.

Right-eyed.—Preferring the dextral eye as

the dominant one.

Left-eyed.—Preferring the sinistral eye as

the dominant one.

Right-eared.—Preferring the dextral ear as

the one with which to hear sounds.

Left-eared.—Preferring the sinistral ear

with which to hear.

Right-footed.—Choosing the dextral foot as

the one to guide and base action, from which
to spring in beginning to march, in spading,

etc. “ Step off with the left foot forward.”

Left-footed.—The power is furnished and
governed by the sinistral foot.

Right.—Moral, good, etc.

Sinister.—Unlucky, gloomy, etc.

Dexterity.—Expertness, agility, etc.

Dextrous.—Expert, agile, etc.

Because of popular usage, the four preceding

may retain their vague significance in com-
mon speech, but not in science.

Dextral.—Pertaining to the organs on the

right side of the body, regardless of expert-

ness, preference, etc. When facing east the

dextral hand is on the south side, the sinistral

on the north side.

Sinistral.—Pertaining to the organs on the

left side of the body, regardless of special

preference, expertness, etc.

Dextrality , Sinistrality.—The correspond-

ing abstract qualities, regardless of expert-

ness, etc.

Dextrad, Sinistrad.—Toward the dextral or

sinistral side of the body, respectively.

Dextromanual,Sinistromanual.—Pertaining,

respectively, to the dextral or to the sinistral

hand without regard to expertness, etc.

Dextrocular, Sinistrocular.—Pertaining to

the eye on the dextral side, or the sinistral
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side, respectively, regardless of expertness, etc.

Dextropedal, Sinistropedal.—Pertaining to

the feet, in the same way.

Dextraural, Sinistraural.—Pertaining to the

ears, in the same way.

Dextrocerebral, Sinistrocerebral.—Located

in the right, or the left, cerebral hemisphere,

respectively.

Ambidextral, Ambidexterity.—Words with-

out significance, or existence in fact,
“ ghost-

words,” which should never he used.

Dominant Eye.—The eye which is uncon-

sciously and preferentially chosen to guide de-

cision and action.

Divided Dominance, or Equidominant Eyes.

—With shared or equal dominance.

Alternating Dominance of the Eyes.—Domi-
nance of one eye at one time or for one func-

tion, alternating with that of the fellow for

another time or function.

Reversed Dominance.—The left, because of

ametropia, disease, operation, etc., of the right,

becoming the dominant eye in the right-

handed; or vice versa in the case of the left-

handed.

Dextroexpertness.—Conjoint and superior

expertness of the dextral sensory and muscular
organs of the body; the union of right-handed-

ness, right-eyedness, right-earedness and right-

footedness. The innervational centers of the

more expert organs are located in the left side

of the brain.

Sinistroexpertness.—Conjoint and superior

expertness of the sinistral sensory and mus-
cular organs of the body; the union of left-

handedness, left-eyedness, left-earedness, and
left-footedness. The innervational centers of

the more expert organs are located in the right

half-brain.

Mixed Dextrosinistral Expertness.—Some of

the centers of the more expert organs in con-

joint action are located in one, and some in

the opposite half-brain. What was once

meant by the really meaningless term “ am-
bidexterity,” as applied only to the hands.

Trailing Hand, “ The Trailer.”—In syn-

chronous writing of both hands, that upon
which the attention, visual or central, is not

fixed.

Visual Attention.—That existing when the

eyes consciously observe a fixed or moving ob-

ject; during the act central or mental atten-

tion is fused with it.

Central Attention.—The “ imagination,” or

mental remaking, of the image, by the mind
or central mechanism when the peripheral

visual attention is abrogated.

Single-stream Visual Attention.—That form

of visual attention existing when the eyes fol-

low a linear concatenation of single or unitary

macular images to the exclusion of all others.

Single-stream Central Visual Attention .

—

That when the central visual attention, with-

out objectively forming images, follows the

passing of imagined single or unitary images

in single file.

Multiple Synchronous Visual Attention.

—

That when the attention recognizes two or

more discrete sets of retinal images at the

same time—as when the musician reads sev-

eral staffs of music-notes, observes key-boards

and pedals, the indications as to stops, tempo,

expression, etc.

Multiple Synchronous Central Visual At-

tention.—The imagining or mental reproduc-

tion of multiple synchronous visual trains

without the objectively formed images.

Single-stream Auditory Attention.—That

when a monotone, a sound, or concatenation

of single notes or sounds, is listened to, ex-

clusive of others.

Single-stream Central Auditory Attention.

—That without the objective audition.

Multiple Synchronous Auditory Attention .

—

Two or more synchronous tones or sounds, or

lines of such tones or sounds, are recognized

by consciousness, as in the case of the or-

chestra-leader who gives attention to a large

number.

Compound Synchronous Attention.—In this

the consciousness recognizes and correlates or

combines multiple streams of synchronous and

diverse stimuli, visual, auditory, etc. Illus-

trated by expert telegraphers, locomotive engi-

neers, musicians, etc., seeing, hearing and feel-

ing consciously at one instant.
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